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Education Director is
always optimistic
Editor’s note: The one-page May 2022
Issue 9 Newsletter contained an interview
with Randy Constant, the Executive Director of the East Central First Nations Education Authority. Below is the complete
interview. This interview has been edited
for clarity and length.
Question 1: The 2021-2022 school year
is nearing an end. Can you tell us briefly
some of the achievements at the Bernard
Constant Community School and Nisto
Awasisak Memorial School during this
school year?
Answer 1: Well, there are always successes at our schools. We support our schools
through our consultants, and through our
teachers, so then our teachers can provide
those opportunities to our students in the
schools. A couple of successes we’ve had
are still managing to provide support for
safety in our schools through our handbook
relating to our guiding principles for returning to school. That document is still relevant
today, it still guides our teachers, our
parents and our students when addressing
safety precautions within our schools. That’s
our big one, to make sure that our students are safe and our staff are safe as well.
Another success that we’ve seen this year
is the opportunity now to address our big
three, our annual operational plan for our
organization. A third one is the confirmation
of our Education Agreement for the East
Central First Nations Education Authority
which establishes our relationships with
Canada and with our member First Nations.
That was a great accomplishment this year,
to go through that document word for word
and to provide insight that identifies the
priorities for our First Nations.
Question 2: Can you tell us in your opinion
as an educator, what have been some of the
other achievements at the student level that
have occurred in the school year?
Answer 2: When we look at our priorities
for the organization, one is mental health,
and when you look at those opportunities, not only within our ten-year plan but
our three-year plan as well, when we look
at school climate and student retention
and engagement, mental health, it’s right
up there for our organization. We have
two supports within our organization that
provide support for our schools, our mental
health consultant as well as our counselling
consultant who provide those supports.
Those two individuals have been a guiding force for our students and have been a
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support for our teachers and administrators
when it comes to those deep questions
and deep scenarios that our kids face daily.
That’s one of the great resources that we
have for both the students and the staff.
Question 3: Are you aware of any developments or plans that will be occurring
at the schools during the next few years,
and what impact will such improvements
have on the students?
Answer 3: There’s one big opportunity that
we are facing now. It was a scenario where
we have to be careful regarding what we
requested from the funding agent, Canada. The opportunity arose where we could
provide and enhance an existing program
within our schools, it would require us to do
a cost analysis and then look at the opportunities within the schools. When we look at
that opportunity, it was looking specifically
at our shop program. One thing that did
happen with this activity was deciding how
to address our shop program, to bring it up
to current standards and to have funding to
address a red seal teacher.
Along with that comes the opportunity now
to address other areas within the Practical
and Applied Arts Program, including food
studies, textiles, hairdressing and aesthetics
as well as the drama strand for our schools.
When we look at those opportunities, it requires us to look at the availability of space.
When the schools don’t have the space,
then it requires us to look at other avenues
as to how we are going to provide that opportunity for our students.
Now we are going to be working with our
Chiefs and Councils through the Project
Management Teams (PMTs) to address
how we’re going to bring these ideas to
fruition. It may mean building a portable
addition to the schools. That scenario will
be addressed. There is time yet where we
will confirm all those areas and then once
confirmation is complete, then we will be
able to roll out strategically as to how the
project will unfold within our communities. So number one, we have our shops,
number two, we have our traditional home
economics courses, and then we have our
opportunities now to expand even further
through the drama strand with our art
program. We’ve got a lot of opportunities
coming in the next little while and we have
to prepare for that day when it comes, and
it will be coming.
The funding for the upgrades to the Practical
and Applied Arts Program will be flowing
from Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) to
the East Central First Nations Education
Authority (ECFNEA). The Authority will work
with the PMTs to directly pay invoices when
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required. For a First Nation to be a participating partner, a First Nation must sign a
document called a Delegation Agreement
which states that the First Nation is a partner
in the Authority and that its education dollars from ISC flow to the Authority. Currently
the three First Nations at James Smith Cree
Nation have signed their Delegation Agreements. Please see the article inside the
newsletter that provides more information
on upgrading the schools and expanding the
Practical and Applied Arts Program.
Question 4: Since the founding of the
Partnership in 2017, you have created
a professional team of educators to work
with parents, the students and teachers at
the schools. Can you briefly provide some
information for parents, guardians and students as to what kinds of services this group
of consultants can provide?
Answer 4: Our consultants at the Nipawin Sub-office have been handpicked to
address the priorities of our communities,
Numeracy, Literacy, Special Education,
Culture and Language, and finally, Mental
Health and Counselling. When you look
at those key areas within our education
scenario, our parents, students, community
members and leaders require this support.
We met that challenge and now we have
those individuals in place to address the
needs of our students, teachers and principals within the schools.
Continued on next page...
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Question 5: Can you provide a
quick summary of the progress
you’ve made in Education at
the communities of Cumberland House and James Smith
since the incorporation of the
Partnership in 2017? What are
the things that you think have
made a real impact on the communities and the Chiefs and Councils?
Answer 5: One thing that we continue to strive for is excellence for the
organization, for our students and our staff.
One of the big things that we have strived
for and which required a lot of research
and looking at best practices and industry
standards is the issue of establishing our
organization through policies and administrative procedures, ensuring that our
programs have guideposts and that our
direction is strategic and meets the needs
of our communities. Ultimately, we are

technicians for our First Nations. We are
tasked with ensuring that the opportunities
for our schools are optimized, that funding
is spent responsibly and that our needs
are being met accordingly. When we have
those three issues identified, we need to
always have our heads in the game when
it comes to providing those opportunities.
Good things will come from it and we anticipate even more success in the future. I
guess another success for the organization
is the opportunity to address partnerships.
These partnerships provide meaningful
dialogue with our stakeholders outside the
walls of our First Nations and it provides the
opportunity to bring in the larger community when it comes to the priorities of our
First Nations.
We have several partnerships, through ISSI
(Invitational Shared Service Initiative with
Northern Lights School Division), Rotary
International, through ISC, through Ser-

Randy Constant, Director of Education for the East
Central First Nations Authority

vice Canada, and through Cameco. These
opportunities provide funding and an
enhancement to our current priorities. If we
can benefit together through partnership,
then we will rise to the occasion and bring
forth those successes for our kids.

Upgraded facilities to accommodate enhanced Practical and Applied Arts Programs will
occur for both schools if Delegation Agreements are signed by Chiefs and Councils
Many times at the Open Houses held in
the communities of Cumberland House
Cree Nation and James Smith Cree Nation, staff of the East Central First Nations
Education Authority (ECFNEA) have been
asked questions about trades and training
courses by community members. Many
of these questions raised by members of
the First Nations have focused on asking if
there is a way for the ECFNEA to expand
such courses as their child or children are
interested in learning more about the
trades such as carpentry and construction,
electrical, mechanics and welding or learning about cooking, how to prepare a meal,
or about drama and music.
Such questions can now be answered
by staff of the ECFNEA with a definite
“Yes”. This is because the ECFNEA has a
commitment of funding from Indigenous
Services Canada for $5 million dollars.
Such funding will see physical additions
to both school facilities to accommodate
the teaching of more trades and training
courses for students.

Summary of the Proposal
On March 8, the Director of Education
for the East Central First Nations Education Authority (ECFNEA) sent a proposal
to Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) with
the purpose of acquiring funding to both
improve and equalize the quality of the
trades and training courses, or Practical and Applied Arts (PAA), available at
Nisto Awasisak Memorial School (NAMS)
and Bernard Constant Community School
(BCCS). BCCS already has a shop program,
but there is room for improvement in the
quality and quantity of resources and tools
available to the students and an increase
in the number of courses available overall. The proposal would see NAMS getting
a shop program of its own, equal to the
BCCS Program, and an improvement in
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quality to, at minimum, the quality of the
programming offered in provincial schools.
Courses that are offered at BCCS include
Construction and Carpentry, Electrical and
Electronics, Mechanical and Automotive,
and Welding, which would be able to be
offered at NAMS. New courses which will
be offered for the Partnership members are
Clothing and Textiles, Commercial Cooking,
Cosmetology, Hairstyling and Aesthetics,
Food Studies, Design Studies, Interior Design and Decorating, Theatre Arts and Arts
Education, which splits into Drama, Music
and the Drama Strand for Grades 1-9. The
programs that are currently being offered
at both schools are Graphic Arts, Information Processing, Energy and Mines, Forestry
Studies, and Life Transitions, which will all
see improvements under the Partnership.
The proposal will see to the expanding of
the Home Economics Program, allowing
for courses on cooking, food preparation,
sewing and cosmetology. In addition to
this, retrofitting the Home Ec. areas in the
schools to have the needed appliances and
tools, like kitchen appliances, prep stations,
sewing machines and salon chairs. The
requirements for a strong PAA Program
also include a Red Seal teacher to provide
quality instruction to the students, BCCS
has one and NAMS will need one. The
Drama Program will also see improvements,
potentially getting a permanent stage built
at BCCS and retrofitting the current stage
at NAMS, taking care of the lighting, sound,
wiring and accessibility needs.

Phase 1
I. Purchase and install all the new equipment and tools.
II. Make the necessary upgrades required
at each school.
III. Ensure schools are at the same starting
point.

Phase 2
I. Programming set in place.
II. Hiring/Confirming of Red Seal Teachers
for the program.
III. Development of Trades and Training
Program for the two schools addressing
comparability and compatibility.

Phase 3
I. Purchase consumables: stock all the
materials and supplies at both schools
to ensure the programs possess the
materials needed to do all the required
projects.
Phase 4
I. Enhancing the program that would
allow for alignment with access to electives resulting in an increased nominal
roll that would support the ongoing
delivery of the courses.
II. Partnership with Saskatchewan Polytechnic in identifying a trades pathway
where the first year training is counted
towards a journeyman’s certificate and
participation in the trades program at
the Post-Secondary level will continue
immediately after graduation.
The revised proposal was submitted with
a request for $5 million for the improvement of the PAA Programs at the schools
under the Partnership. The funding will
go directly to the Partnership, if a First
Nation is not part of the Partnership,
their school will not benefit from this
funding. The proposal was accepted, and
the following email to Mr. Constant shows
the amount of funding available to the First
Nations that are part of the Partnership.

Email from the ISC Director General of Education advising of funding approval to the ECFNEA

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Harmston, Christine <christine.harmston@sac-isc.gc.ca>
Friday, May 13, 2022 9:54 AM
Randy Constant <randyconstant@ecfnea.ca>
Weiss, Kimberly <kimberly.weiss@sac-isc.gc.ca>; Hall, Elizabeth <Elizabeth.Hall@sac-isc.gc.ca>

Subject: East Central First Nation Education Authority Agreement One-Time Trades Program Investment
Mr. Randy Constant
Director of Education
East Central First Nation Education Authority Inc.
P.O. Box 3848
MELFORT, SK S0E 1A0
Dear Mr. Constant,
I hope this message finds you well.
I would like to congratulate the East Central First Nation Education Authority and its member First Nations on the completion of the
education agreement. Thank you for your leadership and commitment to improving education outcomes for First Nation students.
With respect to the 2021-2022 work plan submitted to Indigenous Services Canada (ISC) for a one-time investment to support the
implementation of high school trades’ projects in both James Smith Cree Nation and Cumberland House Cree Nation, I am pleased
to confirm that the work plan has been approved for funding in the amount of $5,000,000. As some of the activities contained in
the work plan are linked to capital and infrastructure activities, which I understand that your team and ISC’s education officials will
continue to finalize, the Saskatchewan regional office will immediately transfer to you $2,586,600.65 in education-specific related
funding with the balance to be sent to once the infrastructure elements have been addressed. The regional office will follow up
directly with you to make the necessary arrangements to revise your funding agreement.
I recognize you and your team in the work that has been done to develop a strong performance measurement framework to support
the success of this investment as well as your overall goals related to improved student outcomes.
I look forward to hearing the updates on how the trades’ programs are supporting your students and on our continued collaborative
partnership.
Sincerely,
Christine
Christine Harmston
Acting Director General/Directrice générale p.i.
Education Branch/Direction générale de l`Éducation
Education and Social Development Programs and Partnerships Sector/Secteur des programmes et des partenariats en matière
d`éducation et de développement social
Indigenous Services Canada/Services aux Autochtones Canada
613.286.4684
Christine.harmston@canada.ca

Chiefs happy and satisfied with progress made by the Partnership
Editor’s note: The one-page May 2022
Issue 9 Newsletter contained comments
by Chiefs Wally Burns, Robert Head
and Calvin Sanderson. Below are the
complete interviews. These interviews
have been edited for clarity and length.

Chakastaypasin Band
Chief Calvin Sanderson

A series of questions regarding the
successes of the Partnership were asked
of the leadership of the First Nations at
James Smith Cree Nation (JSCN) at the
Annual General Meeting held on April 27,
2022. The following are the summarized
answers the Chiefs at JSCN provided to
the questions. The answers have been
edited for clarity and length.

Answer 1: While it’s been a long time
coming, in the last interview I did the activity
of the Partnership was getting all the policies
in place. Now the Partnership is conducting
an Annual General Meeting (AGM) this
week, which is good. These information
sessions for leadership that I have been
attending are good because you learn so
much about the activities of the Partnership.

Chief Rene Chaboyer of the Cumberland
House Cree Nation (CHCN) wasn’t
available for an interview.

Question 1: What would you like to tell
your members about the status of the
Partnership?

This upcoming meeting is important because
there is exciting news. It’s exciting because
the federal government wants to provide
the Partnership with over $5 million to fund
improvements in the Practical and Applied
Arts Program (PAAP) at both schools. All
involved with the Partnership are excited.
Hopefully, the enhancement of the Practical
and Applied Arts Program will benefit all

of the community members there, and
especially Cumberland House there, the
youth that can utilize all of those programs.
Hopefully, we can achieve more as we
progress in the years to come and now it’s
all about getting to bring new things into
the community for the students. That’s
what I strive for, to better our students,
hands-on, ready for whatever they want
to do when they graduate. Hopefully, we
can bring some of those courses offered at
other schools in urban areas where students
can train in areas such as carpentry and
other trades like that.
Question 2: What do you think is the
greatest benefit that the Partnership has
provided to the students of Chakastaypasin
Band?
Answer 2: The students overall I guess,
right from Nursery to Grade 12, the quality
education is there now. The staff of the
Partnership and the schools have put their
work plans in place, which is a benefit for
the students and teachers. Now they’ll have
Continued on next page...
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a work plan for the rest of the
year to work with the students
and help them improve their
education. It’s a learning
lesson for the teachers too
and how to adapt to the new
curriculum that they have and to
succeed in teaching the students.
It’s a good benefit for the younger
generation right up to the Grade 12s,
so maybe we’ll get more elite athletes
out of this too. Funding is always a
good thing, I think we are being funded
over $19,000 per student now, instead of
maybe a much smaller amount per student,
so that’s a huge benefit in that area.

more to have more sports venues for our
students, such as basketball and volleyball.
Track and field is always an interesting
activity for our students and the parents will
eventually see that benefit when we have
our open houses. That’s the whole benefit
for all the First Nations in the Partnership.
You’re employing more workers now too,
that’s another benefit to our community.
We need maintenance and we need janitors
and we have education assistants now that
are fulfilling those positions too. So, it’s
bringing a lot of jobs to our community and
yes, our students’ nominal roll is close to
400. That’s pretty surprising, and hopefully,
we keep them there.

The buses are another benefit. I know
they are having problems trying to hire a
maintenance guy to look after the buses,
but eventually, that will get filled. It’s been
a benefit, and I hope we keep it that way
for years to come.

Question 4: How pleased are you with
the progress that has been made with
the Partnership and are you surprised by
the amount of progress achieved by the
Partnership?

Question 3: What do you think is the
greatest benefit the Partnership has provided
to the parents of the students attending
Bernard Constant Community School?
Answer 3: Well, you see a lot of stuff that
you never used to have in our school, like
land-based learning. They have powwows
just about every spring, and I guess trips
for the students. Due to COVID and all
that, hopefully, things will spike up a little

Answer 4: Well, they still have small obstacles
there with the implementation agreement,
I’m glad that the First Nations agreed to sign
the funding agreement so that way monies
can start flowing to the Partnership and
benefit all the community members, the staff,
the students and the workers behind the
scenes there, our directors and our secretaries
and whatever have you.
More benefits are coming to the schools
now so assessments or evaluations are

Chakastaypasin Band Chief Calvin Sanderson

done at the schools, which is good. It’s
pretty huge, and I’m proud. We’ve come
a long way, even though we were under
the restrictions of COVID -19. It took
some time, but you know, we managed
to get our documents in place. I wish I
would have been there at the AGM, but
I was committed to another meeting in
Vancouver on our land claims.
It’s a huge benefit, the way I see it, I wish
we would have had this years ago. Maybe
we would have had a collegiate school by
now. The nominal roll, as I mentioned, a lot
of students are coming back to our school,
which is good.

Interview with Chief Wally Burns of the James Smith Cree Nation
Question 1: What would you like to tell
your members about the status of the
East Central First Nations Education
Partnership?
Answer 1: Well, first and foremost, I’d
like to acknowledge the Creator, and I
think education is the most crucial thing,
especially to this day. That’s one of the
things that our members wanted us to
do, is look at some kind of aspiration in
regards to building our education unit to a
capacity where it’s at today. So, I think, for
myself, getting encouraged from not only
the membership, but the Elders too, and
also the inspiration from other nations and
what they did. My good friend, former
Grand Chief Derek Nepinak was one of the
motivators that inspired me to transition to
a different level of education.
Question 2: What do you think is the
greatest benefit that the Partnership has
provided to the students of James Smith
Cree Nation?
Answer 2: I think part of the whole
transition of education and our
transformation of education, especially for
our community, is the learning, and also
the area of having access to Services (now
called Indirect Services). At one time, we
didn’t have any resources for a speech
pathologist and now we have a full range
of Second-level Services for students. We
have consultants coming to the community
now and by working with the teachers and
students, they can work on fixing learning
issues. This support is much needed.
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I think the advancement of technology,
smartboards, laptops, and iPads has been
rapid, you look at what happened when we
sat idle for two years during this pandemic.
I’m very thankful that our partners have
stepped up and boosted that morale,
especially with our education, because
that’s one of the key aspects of moving
a student forward, especially with the
professional jobs that they need and the
education that needs to be done.
Question 3: What do you think is the
greatest benefit the Partnership has provided
to the parents of the students attending
Bernard Constant Community School?
Answer 3: I think the whole community likes
the idea because, as I said, we never had this
level of capacity in our education system,
especially with limited resources. Now we
are at a point where we have the upper
hand in trying to motivate and get our kids
at a level where they are supposed to be at
today, you know, it’s encouraging.
Our Elders are on board, you know with the
education transformation. I have spoken
with one Elder that taught for many, many
years, and when I told her how education
was transforming to a different level and
explained the process of what we need to
do as First Nations people she understood
right away. Even the grandparents are
accepting of the education transformation.
Question 4: How pleased are you with
the progress that has been made by the
Partnership and are there any key steps
along the way that you want to highlight

James Smith Cree Nation Chief Wally Burns

that the Partnership has accomplished?
Answer 4: Well, I think for several years
that we pushed education, I think we are
just about there, moving forward and also
creating our resources for a high level of
education. We can’t forget where we come
from as First Nations and delivering the
Treaty aspect to our students is crucial,
especially with young kids, because they
don’t know anything about the Treaties
and that’s one of the things that we have
to maintain and strive for.
I know for a fact that this whole education
part is very new, especially with us, and
I think having the right people at the
right moment is important and also
our educators that want to see this
whole transformation moving forward.
Compared to the ‘60s and ‘70s, you can

tell that the whole education part just
changed dramatically.
I think education is most important,
especially today, dealing with society. I
know that once we’re there, I know we
can motivate our youth, especially walking
into our youth this one time and I had
the privilege to speak to them. Walking
out of that school, I walked out with 240
papers on how they wanted to see the
community. I’m very inspired, especially
by our youth, because that’s one of the

key things. They are our future leaders,
and those are the ones that we have to
care for and nurture, make sure they are
well looked after, especially their health
and their condition. I praise the parents,
the grandparents, and the people that
are looking after them and trying to
motivate them each day, giving them the
privilege to put a pencil in their hand
and start writing. I think that’s one of the
key areas, looking at it from a different
perspective. Knowing your numbers, how
the curriculum works, calculus and all that.

I think we are on the right path
and in the right state of mind
now where we can motivate the
parents because look at what
happened in the last two years.
This was unpredicted in regards
to this pandemic, so I think our
educators did a spectacular job in
looking after the students, making
sure that each day was a safe day. I
respect our educators, the people that
are running the education unit, my hats
go off to them.

Interview with Chief Robert Head of the Peter Chapman First Nation
Question 1: What would you like to tell
the membership about the status of the
East Central First Nations Education
Partnership?
Answer 1: I would like to tell the members
of the Nation that the Peter Chapman
Band, the council, we’ve always believed
in higher education for our kids. We’ve
always supported education, when the
proposal was first brought to the table,
we were behind it one hundred percent
right at the very beginning and we wanted
to bring this out to the membership to
achieve better education for the kids.
Question 2: In your opinion, what do
you think is the greatest benefit the
Partnership has provided to the students
of the Peter Chapman Band?
Answer 2: What I’d like to say about the
Education Partnership is Peter Chapman’s
Chief and Council have always been one
hundred percent behind the Education
Partnership and we’ve looked forward to
the day when education was brought to
the membership at a higher level. Today,
we have that education system in place,
the East Central First Nations Education
Partnership looks after all the educational
needs of our students.
We have recently signed a delegation
agreement and we have an education
agreement with the member nations.
Everything is in place for the organization’s
structure to provide education services for
the long run.
The greatest benefit to the students of the
Peter Chapman Band is a better education
outcome. We have a better education
for each student today than we did five
years ago. One of the main reasons for
that is because we have an increased level
of funding for all the programs, services
and administration staffing, for everything.
That kind of quality funding is what makes
a better education. That’s what they
have outside the reserve in the provincial
education system, and that’s what we
have on the reserve now for our education
system.
Question 3: What do you think is the
greatest benefit the Partnership has
provided to the parents of students
attending Bernard Constant Community
School?

Answer 3: The major benefit to the parents
of the new Education Partnership is that their
kids are getting a much better education
and the parents can feel assured that their
children are getting the best education that
we can offer and that parents have a process
and organization that they can turn to when
they have concerns regarding their children’s
education.
In the past, education was basically under
the mandate of the Chief and Council,
and many times, the Chief and Council
weren’t always available to take the dayto-day concerns of the membership under
consideration. Nowadays, parents can
go right into the school and speak to an
administrator or the principal or teachers
and that door is open for parents to come
and go in the school and address those
concerns that they have.
That’s the number one benefit is that
education is more of an open process
for the students, the parents and the
whole staff. An increased education
budget allows the Partnership to access
professional education consultants in all
the different areas that we need to address
all of the concerns that the students have.
For instance, several students have autism,
and we need a professional person that’s
trained to deal with that. Under the new
Education Partnership, the schools have
the resources now to address every child’s
issues and concerns. If a child has a
learning challenge, we have professionals
now that can come in and address those
right at the school. That kind of thing
hasn›t been done before. In the past,
we used to have to wait for an outside
organization to come in and it would take
a year or even two years to get some
help for a student. Now we can just do it
ourselves because we have the resources
and professionals to do it.
Question 4: How pleased are you with
the progress that has been made by the
Partnership and are you surprised at
the amount of progress achieved by the
Partnership?
Answer 4: The Education Partnership
is an amazing progression of success.
Over the past five years, they’ve started
as a thought, an idea, and moved right
into operations and implementation.

Peter Chapman Band Chief Robert Head

They are providing a better service right
across the board for every classroom
and every student. Teachers feel better,
administrators feel better and the
leadership feels better. We don’t have to
worry about education now because we
know it’s operating and is in good hands.
It’s just such a great system that we have in
place now, I’m so happy to be a part of it.
Considering that we just started the whole
education transformation back in 2017,
it happened very fast. We got the ball
rolling quickly and we got all the resources
together, a lot of consultants came together
with our education team and we brought
together this proposal for our education
transformation back home. It happened
very quickly, within those five years. We
had the original thought and now we are
into the second year of overall education
being under the Partnership, that’s very
fast to bring all those resources together,
those professionals, and to come up with
a strategy and a plan, not only for this year
and last year but for the next three years,
five years and ten years.
The resources are a big part of that, having
high-level resources for the school, students
and staff, to know that it’s there so that they
can provide the best education possible.
I’m very happy to have that done in such a
short amount of time. The Treaty Right to
education is every band member’s right, not
just a Kindergarten education, but Grade 12
and Post-secondary Education.
Each and every one of us can go through
the whole education system and get
degrees and obtain doctorates under this
Continued on next page...
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system. We have this right
under our Treaties to educate
ourselves and that’s the
whole basis for our education
system back at home.
The Education Partnership is
there to enhance the Treaty
Right to education. We can
access new resources that we
never had before to provide the
best services, teachers, programs,

administration, buildings and consultants
that we need to address all the problems
that we’ve had in education. That’s
something that makes me so happy, to be
able to provide that for the students, for
all the people that work in education, it’s
just the greatest thing.
The role of the Chief and Council in
education today, it’s not like we used to
control education under the Chief and
Council, today we’ve hired professionals

like the Education Partnership, they’re the
ones that administer and do the day-today services for the Chief and Council,
and the Chief and Council maintains our
relationship with Canada. We lobby for
more funding, changes in programs and
big picture items, then we hand those
over to the Education Partnership and
they implement those on the ground for
the membership. That’s sort of how the
education governance would work in First
Nation lands now.

Superintendents describe some of the achievements in the school year
Interview with Harold (Butch) Carriere, ECFNEP Superintendent of Business Services
Editor’s note: This interview has been
edited for clarity and length.
Question 1: Can you tell us what areas
you are responsible for and some of the
successes you’ve had?
Answer 1: It has been another challenging
year, but a good year at the same time.
A lot of things happened with school
closures, those were not something we
could do anything about, we had to sort
of go with the flow. Overall, even though
a lot of our activity was curtailed by what
was happening, there was still work that
needed to be done.
Certainly, one of the areas that seemed
to be ongoing was the building that we
got there, which we renovated, a total
renovation. We are proud of that building,
but at the same time, it required a lot to
bring the inside infrastructure up-to-date.
Starting with the Information Technology
improvements. The building had no wiring
for computers. We needed wiring so we
could use Information Technology for
computers and the internet and that is a
costly endeavour to undertake.
Now, we’ve renovated the whole building,
except for one piece, but that’s last on
the block. The building is completely
renovated up to code, with office space
and furniture. The last piece of renovation
that needs to be done is to adhere to
the codes of accessibility, we are in the
process of gathering cost estimates and
we’ve found some money to do this final
project. I’m in the process of meeting with
contractors and getting cost estimates.
We are going to install a wheelchair
elevator, not just a ramp, but an elevator
in the building. We look forward to
that, then we will be able to address all

The Nipawin Sub-office with signs now installed which contain energy-efficient LED lights.

employees’ and visitors’ concerns and
issues. We had an issue with that with one
of our employers this past year, but after
this, that issue will no longer be a problem.
On the outside, the signs are installed
and they have LED lights which use less
electricity and are cheaper to operate.
Question 2: I understand you are also
responsible for human resources and
communications. Can you tell us some of
the activities that have been going on in
these areas?
Answer 2: Human resources has been
an interesting endeavour, but it is very
important. One of the issues that we had
to contend with is that our HR Manager
resigned due to health reasons, and we
still had a few policies that we needed
to wrap up, we’re very near that. We
had to get someone in there to finish
that process, and that will be complete
by, I believe, the end of June. All of the
policies and all of the work that needs to
happen in that area will be completed and
we will continue with a clean slate. I look
forward to that too.
Question 3: What have you been doing
in the area of information sharing with
members?
Answer 3: That’s been an ongoing

process, and it will be, that’s one area that
will never really go away. Our Director
provides weekly updates to the leadership,
every Monday, emails and highlights are
sent out to all leaders in both communities,
and that will continue.
We have been conducting functions
such as open houses and our consultants
that work in the mental health area are
conducting a session for the students, so
that information can be relayed to the
people we serve. Communications will
always be there, five years down the road,
we’ll still be advancing and still doing
things and that information has to go out.
We got into the bus business as well, we
purchased a couple of buses to utilize in
our communities, for our schools and the
communities at large. The buses right
now are road worthy, but now we want to
spruce them up a little bit, put a facelift
on them, and spend a few dollars on bus
wrap. In a couple of days, the vendor will
have done the work on our buses and I’m
happy to report that will be completed
Monday evening. We look forward to
showcasing those, we are ready for
business as well in that regard. We already
have some students from one of our
schools indicating that they need the bus
on certain dates, well, there you go, they
will be ready.
Question 4: Anything else you want to add?

East Central First Nations Education Partnership’s buses display the wrap.
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Answer 4: We look forward to completing
the year and having our plan in place to
start up again in the fall and continue
where we left off, where we will leave off
in June. One of the things that we are
excited about as well, in both schools
we are going to revive, especially in
one school, the Practical and Applied
Arts Program. This is an initiative that
is close to us. The shop in both schools
will be fully funded and will be staffed

by accredited teachers. The home ec
classrooms will finally be staffed by a home
ec teacher. The possibilities are immense
and we look forward to that challenge.

Harold (Butch) Carriere, Superintendent of Business
Services for the Authority

Interview with Pauline Mckay,
Superintendent of Education
Editor’s note: This interview has been
edited for clarity and length. .
Question 1: Can you tell us what areas
you are responsible for and some of the
successes you’ve had?
Answer 1: I’m originally from Cumberland
House. I think we’ve accomplished many
things. Some of the things that I’m proud
of include changing our Literacy Program to
structured literacy from a Balanced Literacy
Program, which has been a whole process.
There have been many professional
development opportunities for our teachers
this past year in the Literacy, Numeracy
and Indigenous Languages Program. We
are going to be looking at the data for this
school year and from there we will know
what progress we have made.
Another success would be Numeracy, we
hired a consultant by the name of Curtis
Rudnicki and he has overhauled the whole
Numeracy Program for the schools. This year
he’s completed professional development in
teaching the teachers the key areas needed in
Numeracy for both schools.

We’ve all heard of the downward slide
in Literacy and Numeracy in schools
everywhere. We also noticed the slide
downward in Literacy and Numeracy, partly
because of COVID-19, because we had
to shut down our schools quite a bit. The
gap between Numeracy and Literacy in our
schools has always been huge. But with
the efforts of Anna Carriere, the Literacy
Consultant and Numeracy Consultant Mr.
Rudnicki, we will see the gap narrowing
with their new programming.
The other exciting part is our Mental
Health Consultant, Raquel Chaboyer, she
organized the Mental Health Days for both
schools. They touched on many topics,
such as wellness, and self-care, and our
students needed that. She has monthly
meetings with students and from there,
she’s able to gauge what kind of programs
she can bring into the schools.
The Counseling Consultant, Yaa Nyamekye
has over 20 clients per school and sees
these students regularly. This past year she
spent the whole-time building relationships
and getting student trust. When students
trust they can ask for help. From there,
she’s able to guide them, if she’s not able
to help them, she can refer students to the
right person. These are the exciting things
that are happening at our schools.
Question 2: Last October you presented
some awards to some special students, can
you tell me the names of the awards and
why these students were selected?
Answer 2: We have the Miyo-Pimatisiwn
and Mino-Pimatisiwin Awards, which means
‘The Good Life’ in both, so the students
were selected by teachers, students that
were role models in school. They embody
everything about ‘The Good Life’, these
kids are not into drugs, drinking, or
smoking. In the school, they’re the students
that are always there to help. These are the
students that are the gems of each school.
We look at academics as part of it, but it’s
not the whole. We look at students, how
they present themselves in the community
as well, and how the community and

Pauline Mckay, Superintendent of Education

the families look at these students as
role models in the school. A Granny or
Nohkom, the Cree word for Granny, would
say, “I want my child to be like her, or like
him, they represent “The Good Life.” We
selected six from each community, then we
made a calendar. Parents and guardians
were very proud of the students that were
selected. We will do this annually.
Question 3: Is there anything else in terms
of successes that you’d like to comment on?
Answer 3: Our nominal roll is up in both
schools. Because we have this increase, we
can get the portables that we need at BCCS
(Bernard Constant Community School).
Their nominal roll went up, as did the roll at
NAMS (Nisto Awasisak Memorial School).
Students began hearing about all the good
things happening in our school, they started
saying, “I want to go to that school”.
That is a real plus for our schools, if we can
get students to believe in what we’re doing,
then to me, that’s a huge success. Next year
will be the same, I’m sure, our nominal rolls
will keep going up because of the services.
We have Mental Health for our kids, we
never had that before. They are achieving
success in their schoolwork and we have
credit recovery for our high school students.
We try and accommodate every which way
we can to help and support our students
and teachers. This is what I call successes
when our students succeed.

Principals discuss successes at their school during the school year
Interview with Cecilia Twist, Principal of Bernard Constant Community School at
James Smith Cree Nation
Editor’s note: This interview has been
edited for clarity and length.
Question 1: Can you give some examples
of successes that you’ve achieved this
school year?
Answer 1: During the pandemic, we were
in cohorts here, and some of the highlights
of our school were very good. Through the
pandemic, we had opened on September
1 and we didn’t close until after Christmas,
so we were operating for part of the school
year. After Christmas, we closed due to
COVID-19 and we reopened on February
14 into cohort groups.

Two weeks later, on March 1, we opened
up our school. During that time, families
were provided homework packages,
laptops and food packages every two
weeks by our staff. They went shopping
for the food for the homes and delivered
packages to 155 homes in the community.
When we opened up fully, the students
coming back to classrooms are up to
mostly 18-20 students per classroom.
There’s still some homeschooling until
the end of the school year, that’s going
to change next school year if COVID-19
goes away.

The highlights at our school were we had
storytelling, skiing trips for all our students,
Drivers Education was a success, our
Student Resource Council is coming back
and they’re providing weekly activities for
the students.
We are engaging our students to come
back through Mental Health and Wellness.
It’s had a toll within these two years, but
they’re happy to be back in school and we
are providing masks and sanitizing daily,
protecting everybody from COVID-19 still.
Not only the students but the staff too, it
Continued on next page...
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has a big impact on them. The
Counselling Consultant comes
from East Central to our school
twice a week. The powwow
at the school was held on
May 26, we recruited the
announcer, the arena director,
and our Elders and had a big
tent. We have considered every
aspect when doing our planning.
We have provided outfits to our
students and we have a Powwow
Committee that made regalia for 44
students. The regalias made belong to the
students now.
Question 2: You gave some awards to
students at Bernard Constant Community
School (BCCS) in October. What were
some of the criteria when deciding who
would receive the awards?
Answer 2: We have selected from Grades
7 to 12 six students for the Miyo-Pimatisiwn
Awards through a student’s achievements in
several areas, including academics. We base
it on their attendance, their attitudes, and
being a role model in the school and outside
the community, to encourage other students
to try harder in school so that they may be
selected in the next school year for this
award. The school calendars are divided up
between BCCS and NAMS (Nisto Awasisak
Memorial School) to show both schools’
students. This is to encourage our students,
to give them that opportunity to try harder
and be successful in our school and continue
with their education.
Question 3: What was the reaction in
the community when you distributed the
calendars?

Answer 3: Members of the community
were very proud of this award. The
Partnership had planned this and it was
very successful and the students were very
proud. They didn’t know why they were
getting called to school that day and they
were presented with the award. The award
builds up a student’s self-esteem through
this pandemic. Then you see a lot of
students trying hard, I’m looking forward to
the next school year, maybe we’ll have new
ones.
Question 4: How many modular classrooms
are being added? With the nominal roll
being up, how many students can be
accommodated in these new classrooms?
Answer 4: There are going to be two
modulars on the south side of the school.
Due to high numbers in a couple of
classrooms, for example, Grade Six has
34 students and there’s not enough room
in that classroom right now, so we had to
divide up our school and pull everyone
out of their rooms and place them in the
library to accommodate splitting up the
classrooms. Each modular will hold 20
to 30 students and will have a separate
entrance connected to the south side of the
building.
Question 5: So, back in 2017 when you
started as the Grade 8 teacher at the school,
did you ever think that there was going to
be a need to expand the school and that
your nominal roll would be up this high?
Answer 5: No, it’s been a pleasant surprise.
When I became principal back in 2020 and
came into the office there, that’s when
the number started coming up and during

Bernard Constant Community School Principal
Cecilia Twist

COVID-19, the community members started
moving home since they were afraid of
COVID. This pandemic has taken its toll
on a lot of families and I’m pretty sure
enrollment in the fall will still be up there.
Question 6: Is it also the fact that now with
the Partnership improving the quality of
education at BCCS, parents are realizing
that their children can get a quality
education at home on the reserve rather
than going to a school off-reserve?
Answer 6: Yes, with the new programs that
East Central has provided and a new vision
of education for the school, the changes,
the laptops for all our students, iPads
and providing resources like textbooks
for them, they are seeing that these new
opportunities for the students are great and
education is very important.

Interview with Theresa Dussion, the Principal of Nisto Awasisak Memorial School
(NAMS) at Cumberland House Cree Nation
Editor’s note: This interview has been
edited for clarity and length.
Question 1: Can you give some examples
of successes that you’ve achieved this
school year?
Answer 1: COVID-19 was a problem at the
start of the school year, we, unfortunately,
had to close on the second day of school
because of rising COVID-19 cases. We were
closed for a period from September 2 to
October 5. We reopened the school and we
started in cohorts, groups A and B, half and
half, just to keep the virus numbers down.
Teachers were readily available for homework
packages as well as delivering good food
boxes and aid packs to all the First Nation
students that are attending Nisto Awasisak
Memorial School (NAMS). We had no cases
in the school, which was good.
We did have some parents that decided
to keep their kids at home, and we did
provide homework packages as well as gift
certificates if homework packages did come
back completed and finished, so that went
very well. Within that time, we did have
programs running, physical education is
now fully fitted out with equipment that the
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teacher would need to use, the breakfast and
lunch program was going well and we did
have services for the teachers. We did have
the consultants come in from East Central
and we did finish off the Literacy component,
science and reading, all the teachers were
trained in science and reading, and we just
started the Numeracy aspect.
Curtis Rudnicki, our consultant, has been
coming in and Jump Math has been up
and going in the school. Some of the
highlights from January up until now were
the professional learning committees in
the school, the land-based and cultural
students going out into the land, whether
it’s ice fishing or wîhkês picking and the
Cree teacher having activities going for the
students from Pre-kindergarten to Grade 12.
The Cree language is actively being taught
in the classroom. Instead of an iPad
teaching the kids, the teacher is there
teaching the students our dialect, which is
the Pen dialect of the Swampy Cree. She’s
singing with the students and doing crafts
like showing the kids how to process a
moose, how to cut it up and dress it, the
students are engaged in that. Baking from
scratch, making Indian Spice Cake, berry

making, prepping a lot of wild game and
students going ice fishing and learning
how to fillet fish, not just fish and throw
them off to the side. Students were really
engaged in learning how to fillet the fish.
Another highlight I’d like to say is because
of nominal roll numbers that have increased
this year, we were able to hire a land-based
teacher and he or she will be responsible
for ensuring that a program of land-based
learning will be taught in the school, not
just take them out on the land and go have
fun, there will be lesson plans.
Like what is wîhkês? They go pick it, what’s
behind it? There are medicinal uses, so the
teacher will do a pre-lesson then take them
out on the land, then test what they’ve
learned. It’s not just going out and having
fun, we’re going to ensure the students are
learning off the land.
As for the social and emotional with
COVID-19, we did have a Mental Health
Workshop for the Grades 9 to 12 students
early in May and that was a success. Selfcare is important, not only for our staff,
but for the students as well. Those are the
big things, the Cree Language especially
because the language is being lost and

we’re doing everything that we can to
revitalize the language and the culture
in our community. Being a fluent Cree
speaker myself and seeing the younger
generations not being taught at home
or the parents not knowing the language
is tough. We are doing everything we
can to get that up and going. The whole
community needs to pull together to
revitalize the language in our community, in
our First Nation.
Question 2: You had some awards for
students at NAMS in October. What were
some of the criteria when deciding who
would receive the awards, and how many
graduate students are you going to have
in June?
Answer 2: We did have Mino-Pimatisiwin
Awards in October, and Grade 7 to 12
students received one from each classroom.
Some of the things that were looked at
were how are they academically standing in
the school, their behaviour, living culturally
and being overall really good students. I
do believe that the teachers have selected

good candidates and the parents were
proud of their children being awarded
$500. We do have six Grade 12 graduates
that will be graduating. The numbers kind
of dropped because of COVID- 19, but
hopefully, those few students that didn’t
graduate this year will come back in the fall.
Question 3: Can you comment on the new
catchup system being implemented?
Answer 3: It’s called the Credit Recovery
Program. For Grade 10, 11 and 12
students, if they did not come into class,
if they can catch up on their assignments
and hand them in, they will be awarded
the credit for that program. We did have
some students who were able to hand
in assignments and we do have until the
end of June to put in the marks for the
students. Periodically, some students are
still bringing in homework and we do have
staff at the school that help them catch up,
it’s available for them.
Question 4: Is there anything else you’d
like to add?

Nisto Awasisak Memorial School Principal
Theresa Dussion

Answer 4: I’d like to say that the secondary
services from East Central such as Literacy,
Numeracy and the Cree Language have
helped the students. It’s picked up a
lot since we’ve opened up again. The
consultants are coming in regularly, weekly
we see somebody coming in and providing
services for the teachers.

Participants in Mental Health Days at both schools enjoyed
the experiences
Raquel Chaboyer, the Mental Health
Consultant, along with Yaa Nyamekye, the
Counselling Consultant, organized the Mental
Health Days held at Cumberland House Cree
Nation (CHCN) and James Smith Cree Nation
(JSCN) on May 3 and May 5, respectively.
The gymnasiums at both schools were
transformed into different service areas such
as hair styling, nail styling, and foot spas.

real-world responsibilities. We will do what
we can to help them maintain a good state of
mental health.” From the side of the resource
people brought in, Mrs. Chaboyer said, “It
was a successful day and all the resource
people loved it and had amazing feedback.”
Several of the resource persons said they
would be happy to return to the schools for
any further Mental Health Days.

Regarding why the Mental Health Days were
set up, Mrs. Chaboyer said, “It was put on so
that our students could learn to take care of
themselves. Oftentimes, especially during
the pandemic, we are taking care of other
people, and trying to focus on school and
jobs. We tend to forget that we need to take
care of ourselves if we’re going to take care of
other people. For youth to learn to take care
of themselves.” The events were attended by
students from Grades 9 to 12 at CHCN and
Grades 7 to 12 at JSCN. The events started
at 9 am and ended at 4 pm, with lunch being
brought in and enjoyed by all the attendees.

The students at both schools enjoyed all
the activities on the Mental Health Days.
Both the guest speaker Cody Demerais
at JSCN and Nic Palidwar who filled in for
Mr. Demerais at CHCN delivered relevant
messages to the students.

The event got a diverse list of talented
individuals to come to the schools and assist
the students. These individuals were from a
wide variety of fields, including hair stylists,
massage therapists, a holistic practitioner,
makeup artists, nail technicians, individuals
who performed foot spas, a guest speaker
and an entertainer.
When asked about how the days went, Mrs.
Chaboyer replied, “Both days were amazing
and inspiring. The youth were glowing after.
It just shows the importance of mental health,
that we can’t forget about our youth and that
they have to take care of themselves too.
Oftentimes, they are left with responsibilities,

The entertainer, Terri-Anne Strongarm, is
a well-known country singer and is quite
popular. Ms. Strongarm has been singing
since she was four-years-old. She often
performs with her father, Lawrence Strongarm
of the Highway Express Band.
These Mental Health Days were sponsored
by the East Central First Nations Education
Authority (ECFNEA) as well as a grant that
was received from Cameco, the Cameco
Fund for Mental Health for $25,000.
The following is a list of the resource persons
who participated in the Mental Health Days at
the schools:
• hair stylists, Dana Lariviere and Erica Bird
from the Prince Albert area;
• massage therapists, Janelle Thomas from
the Village of Cumberland House and
Shantel Krawetz from Big River First Nation;
• holistic practitioner Nic Palidwar from
Nipawin, and assistant Kathy Palidwar at
CHCN session;

Nisto Awasisak Memorial School (NAMS) Mental
Health Day: (left to right) Diane McKay, NAMS Social/
Emotional Guidance Counsellor; Yaa Nyamekye,
ECFNEA Counselling Consultant, Terri-Anne Strongarm,
Entertainer, and Raquel Chaboyer, ECFNEA Mental
Health Consultant.

• makeup artists Rebecca MacKenzie from
the Village of Cumberland House, Devri
Sanderson of Saskatoon originally from the
Village of Cumberland House and Krissy
Larsen-Ratzlaff from Carrot River;
• nail technician Shauna Riemer from
White Fox;
• the teacher who did the foot spas and
pedicures at CHCN was Dominique
Deschambeault from the Village of
Cumberland House. At JSCN, the foot spas
were done by Regina Carriere from Prince
Albert;
• guest speaker at JSCN was Cody Demerais,
from Prince Albert; and
• entertainer Terri-Anne Strongarm from the
Starblanket First Nation.
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Daphne Settee, a Nisto Awasisak Memorial Student
in Grade 10 is having her nails beautified by nail
technician Shauna Riemer.

Nisto Awasisak Memorial School Grade 10 Student
Tyrese Rabbitskin receives a haircut from Erica Bird.

Noted makeup artist Krissy Larsen-Ratzlaff adds
makeup to the face of Bernard Constant Community
School Grade 9 student Lynaya Moore.

Bernard Constant Community School Student Katie
Sanderson in Grade 9 has a manicure performed by
Shauna Reimer.

Bernard Constant Community School Student Broly
Constant has a foot pedicure performed by Erica Bird.

Lunch was provided to the students attending the
Mental Health Day at Bernard Constant Community
School on May 5, 2022.

Carrot River Professional Makeup Artist participates in the Mental
Health Days
Krissy Larsen-Ratzlaff is one of the
resource persons that attended the
Mental Health Days held at the schools at
Cumberland House Cree Nation (CHCN)
and James Smith Cree Nation (JSCN) on
May 3 and May 5, respectively.
Ms. Larsen-Ratzlaff is a professional
makeup artist whose skills are sought
internationally. Born and raised in
Aylsham, which is about 25 kilometres
southwest of Carrot River, Saskatchewan,
she runs a business called KLR Beauty
in Carrot River and lives right on the
highway to Cumberland House. The
website is https://www.klrbeauty.ca/.
The services provided by the business
include: different types of facials, various
nail services, teeth whitening and several
different kinds of makeup services. Her
clientele comes from far and wide and
she travels all over for different events,
weddings and things like that, including
being brought over to Europe last year to
do makeup for the Europe Pageant.
When asked if she was interested in
makeup as a student, she said, “Yes, I
actually went to college and did business
administration. I worked in that field for
several years, but my passion was always
somewhere else. So then I kind of took
that leap of faith about ten years ago and
I’ve been in the industry ever since. I
was working in the financial industry at a
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financial institution before.” Ms. LarsenRatzlaff also teaches classes regarding
makeup.
At the Mental Health Days, Ms. LarsenRatzlaff’s participation was based on
applying makeup on the students.
Regarding the amount of interest in her
area, her reply was, “I was booked all
day, I wish I would have counted how
many, but I performed makeup on dozens
of girls throughout the day, in both
locations. I think maybe a part of that is
I have my own magnetic eyelash line, so
each one of the girls that came, I gave
them a set of these lashes, so I taught
them how to use them and I did their
makeup and then put them on them.”
These magnetic eyelashes are a relatively
new thing in Canada, having come around
in the last three years or so. “The students
were very excited to receive this set, and
they received training in how to apply
makeup,” she said. “Another thing I do,
is I teach classes, I teach women how to
do their own makeup and eyelashes and
things, so as I was doing their makeup,
I was teaching them along the way, you
know, step by step what I was doing.
When I showed them the overall effect at
the very end, some of them were brought
to tears. They didn’t know they could
look that way, they felt so beautiful, and
you could see the confidence in them just
switch. They put their shoulders back, and

you could see a different confidence in
them. It was so beautiful to see.”
Ms. Larsen-Ratzlaff was asked why she
said yes to coming to the Mental Health
Days, and she replied, “I have a passion
for helping women, to kind of build
their confidence and to make women
feel beautiful inside and out. This is just
one way that I can get involved with the
teenage girls and kind of give back to the
community.” She visited both schools,
and mentioned noticing a different
culture between the two schools, “I
found the James Smith girls were much
more confident, they were much more
interactive, they would chat with you.
The Cumberland House girls were much
more reserved, shyer. It took a lot more
to get them to interact. Once you kind
of had them for a little while and chatted
them up, they would open up a little bit,
but at James Smith it was a very different
atmosphere, for sure.”
She has expressed an interest in coming
out to the schools for any future events,
having enjoyed her time thoroughly.
In response to being asked if it was a
worthwhile experience, she said, “It was
absolutely worthwhile and I expressed
to the coordinator that I’m a lifer, every
year they need to have me back, I’ll
be there. It was a very worthwhile
experience, seeing these young girls kind
of transform before your eyes and seeing

their reactions. You could see that their
confidence had grown and they were
shown a side of themselves that they
maybe weren’t used to seeing.”
Ms. Larsen-Ratzlaff also carries the title of
Mrs. Curve’ Globe 2022, an international
beauty pageant made up of winners of
country specific titles. The competition is
based on an entrant’s personality profile,
various competitions such as evening
gowns, swimwear and such, along with
different fundraising efforts that you do
throughout the year for the organization.
When asked how many participants
were in this competition, she estimated
that there were over 60 counties being
represented.
Krissy Larsen-Ratzlaff won the Mrs. Curve’ Globe 2022
Pageant

Krissy Larsen-Ratzlaff owner of KLR Beauty in
Carrot River

Guest Speaker at JSCN in demand
The keynote speaker at the Mental Health
Day held at James Smith Cree Nation (JSCN)
on May 5 delivered a powerful message to
the students in attendance. Cody Demerais
of Prince Albert was that speaker and his
message was shaped by his upbringing.
Raised by a single mom, his early childhood
years were quite normal until he reached the
age of 11. That was when his mom lost her
good-paying job and he had to start working
to make for the extras he wanted in life as
his mom could not afford such extras any
longer. During the next ten or so years, Mr.
Demerais became addicted to alcohol and
drugs and his life spiralled downhill resulting
in him being incarcerated for a car accident.
After his incarceration, Mr. Demerais began
on the path of being transformed into a
more productive person.
At Bernard Constant Community School,
Mr. Demerais who is Metis spoke to
students, about how someone can come
away from drugs, alcohol, abuse and selfdestructive tendencies, with a message,
“No matter current circumstance, no matter
what we’ve been through in life, we can
always alter the narrative.”
Mr. Demerais was born and raised in
Prince Albert and attended Carlton
Comprehensive High School in the city.
He runs a business called Limitless Gear
Clothing, and when asked about the focus
of the business, he said, “I started the

Cody Demerais receiving his ABEX Award in 2021.

clothing brand about five and a half years
ago now out of the trunk of my car to
hopefully inspire and show people that we
all have limitless potential inside of us, we
just truly have to believe in ourselves.”
In 2021 the Saskatchewan Chamber of
Commerce presented Mr. Demerais with
the ABEX’s Young Entrepreneurs of the Year
Award, sponsored by Cameco for his line
of clothing, Limitless Clothing Gear. The
Chambers’ ABEX Award Program started in
1984 and honours outstanding achievements
in business excellence.
Mr. Demerais does a lot of speaking
engagements, doing 20 in the past two
months. He speaks all over the place,
including on a lot of First Nations and Metis
communities. Last year, Mr. Demerais did
his first speaking engagement outside of
Saskatchewan, facilitating a workshop on
Mental Health and Wellness in Thunder
Bay, Ontario for the Nishnawbe Aski
Nation, a grouping of 49 First Nations in
northwestern Ontario.
Regarding whether he would do more
engagements outside Saskatchewan, he
said, “I hope so, anyway. I truly love what
I get to do, every single day when I get to
present and speak. It’s not necessarily the
same message every single time, of course,
because schools and organizations ask
me to do different workshops and present
on different subjects. I try to make those
presentations customized to basically what a
school may be requiring or asking for.”
The students asked questions of Mr.
Demerais but were limited by the amount
of time available. One of the questions he
received was about how to stop thinking
negatively, and his response was, “So, I
know a big thing for me personally was
understanding that we have to be grateful
and practicing gratitude each and every
day. Say if we’re living in a home that’s not
necessarily the home we want to live in, in
reality, there are a lot of people out there
in the world that would beg, wish to have

that home that you live in currently, every
single day. Trying to understand the silver
lining in everything in life has helped me a
great deal as well. I used to believe, that if
it was raining outside, that means it was an
unfortunate day, a crappy day, a down day,
right? As I’m older and more mature, I do
understand our entire earth needs water,
and not just ocean water, it needs natural
rainwater, not salted water. Every time it
rains now, I love the smell and I love what
it can do for the flowers, the vegetable
gardens, everything in that matter.”
When asked how he found speaking at
James Smith, he said, “The youth were open
to listening, they were really kind. The kids
adapted to it, liked it and enjoyed it. There
was an Elder (Peter Sanderson) there that
thanked me very publicly in the classroom
before we moved on to the gymnasium to
listen to some music. He said it was very
good because there were a lot of lessons to
be learned from what I had to say in those
20 minutes.”
Mr. Demerais’ motto for life is, “Once you
believe you have the ability and capacity
to do great things, that is when life
becomes limitless.”
For further information on Mr. Demerais’
motivational speaking, visit www.
codydemerais.com and for his clothing
business, limitlessgearclothing.com

Cody Desmarais speaks at many First Nation schools in
Saskatchewan.
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Nipawin Holistic Practitioner participated in Mental Health Days
Nic Palidwar is one of the
resource persons who took
part in the Mental Health
Days at Cumberland House
Cree Nation (CHCN) and James
Smith Cree Nation (JSCN). The
Mental Health Days were organized
and offered by the East Central
First Nations Education Authority
(ECFNEA). Mr. Palidwar, who is Metis,
focused his presentation on fitness and how
it relates to mental health.
A Holistic Practitioner from Nipawin, Mr.
Palidwar runs a business called Peak Fitness,
a health and fitness centre that he has
operated for eight years, while he has been
in the field for 13 years. Programs at the
business focus not only on the physical side
of the body, but the mental and spiritual
components of a person’s health. The actual
physical movement of the human body is a
small piece to holistic health.
When asked why he chose this field to
specialize in, Mr. Palidwar said, “I’ve always
had the desire to help, and I am intrigued
by the movement and psychology of
human beings. It was actually my mom that
suggested I go into this field. With her as
my first client, I started my journey. Fast
forward 13 years later and here we are,
servicing not only Nipawin, but the entirety
of northeast Saskatchewan!”

on a one-on-one basis, as every person
needs something different. Some of the
fitness actions were different mobility
exercises such as crawling and balancing,
called primal movements.
When asked about the student’s interest in
his section, Mr. Palidwar said, “You know
what, there was. It can be challenging
at times, because fitness isn’t a priority to
some. It was really nice to see the youth at
both schools not only participate, but enjoy
what they were doing. It was also nice to
see the receptiveness from the students
during my speech to all the students in
Cumberland.”
For his education, he went to CHEK
Institute in San Diego, California. The
CHEK Institute’s motto is We Teach the
Science of Living Well. Offering classes
in person and online, the CHEK Institute
is one of the leading education institutes
in North America offering this type of
training. The institute offers training to
become a health or fitness professional, or
further education to improve skills in those
areas, with courses lasting from five to
seven years. Mr. Palidwar has attended the
Institute for five years, with his education
shifting to online courses due to COVID-19.

Nic Palidwar owner of Peak Fitness in Nipawin
participated in Mental Health Days at both schools.

His business in Nipawin has attracted a
dedicated clientele. When describing what
he offers to clients, he says, “With my team
of coaches, we focus on long-term coaching
programs in our facility. This allows us to
effectively make lasting changes in our
clients’ lives, and the lives of those around
them, such as their families.”
In the future, if other Mental Health Days
are planned by the East Central First
Nations Education Authority, Mr. Palidwar
says he would be happy to attend.

Mr. Palidwar was excited to go to the
schools and help the youth, saying, “I see a
huge increase in mental health challenges,
especially in youth. With my background
and passion for psychology, I was excited
and honoured to have to opportunity to
work with our youth.”
Along with talking to them about the
psychology behind fitness, the students
took part in a circuit of fitness equipment,
where Mr. Palidwar showed them the
change in our mental state after exercise.
The circuit was customized for the students

The gym floor at Nic Palidwar’s business in Nipawin called Peak Fitness has a full range of equipment including
adjustable benches, cable machines, exercise bikes, exercise machines, medicine balls, treadmills and squat racks.

BCCS student enjoyed Mental Health Day
Rose Marie Moostoos is a Grade 10
student at Bernard Constant Community
School (BCCS) who attended the Mental
Health Day at her school on May 5. Miss
Moostoos has been to a few different
schools, having gone to BCCS up until
Grade seven, then finally coming back to
BCCS in October of 2021.
At the Mental Health Day, she took part
in several activities, including getting her
nails done, a pedicure, a back massage
and getting her makeup done by Krissy
Larsen-Ratzlaff. She also did an exercise
session set up by Nic Palidwar using a
rope. Of these various activities, when
asked what her favourite parts were, she
said, “I liked the massage and make-up the
most, at the end, I just felt pretty, and my
back felt really nice.”
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The entertainer that performed was TerriAnne Strongarm, Miss Moostoos enjoyed
her performance, and said, “She was
very nice, I never really liked AC/DC until
I heard her sing it.” The guest speaker
was Cody Demerais, and in his speech,
she said, “I know not to drink and drive
and stuff, but hearing his story just kind of
hit me a little. He was in a group home,
so I kind of knew about him, like he was
helping me in the group home, I could
relate to him.”
Overall, she enjoyed her time at the
Mental Health Day and thinks it is a good
idea for the activities like this to be put on
for the students.
Bernard Constant Community School Grade 10 student
Rose Marie Moostoos

Tia Mckay enjoyed participating in the activities at the NAMS Mental Health Day
An enjoyer of her experience at the Mental
Health Day held in Cumberland House
Cree Nation (CHCN), Tia Mckay thinks it
would be good to hold more events in
communities like CHCN, for the students
or just people in general.
Miss Mckay is a Grade 11 student at Nisto
Awasisak Memorial School who attended
the Mental Health Day at her school on
May 3. Though she was born in Prince
Albert, Miss Mckay has lived most of her
life at Cumberland House Cree Nation.
She has attended NAMS since the school
year began in September of 2021, and
previously went to school at Churchill
Community High School in La Ronge.
Commenting on the differences between
her old school and her new one, Miss
Mckay said, “I find NAMS to be a really
welcoming place, I love it here.” Miss
Mckay has two siblings, her brother Timber
and sister Talia.
At the Mental Health Day she took part
in the various activities set up for the

students, including getting her hair cut,
nails manicured, her makeup done, a
massage and listening to a presentation
on food and nutrition. When asked
about her favourite part of the things
she participated in, Miss Mckay said, “I
enjoyed listening to the entertainer, the
singer, Terri-Anne Strongarm.”
The guest speaker at NAMS was Nic
Palidwar, and when asked if she took
a message from his speech, she said,
“Actually, you know what, I’ve had a
hard time struggling to adjust to like, the
different home, because where I live now is
much smaller. That frustrated me because
I wasn’t able to do what I would do in La
Ronge and I was bored. I didn’t open my
eyes to see how much of a beautiful place
where I live is. I can go out and hunt, fish,
all of that and I wouldn’t be able to do that
in La Ronge.”
When asked if she thought the event was
worthwhile or good to attend, Miss Mckay
said, “Oh yeah, certainly. People talk
about mental health and all that but it was

Cumberland House Cree Nation Student Tia Mckay
loves going out on the land with her father, Kelvin
Mckay Jr.

nice to see something be done about it,
you know? Because really, it was so nice
seeing how all my fellow classmates went
there.”

Open Houses conducted in the communities to provide members
with updated information
The East Central First Nations Education
Partnership held two Open Houses in May
of 2022. The first was held at Cumberland
House Cree Nation on May 10 and the

second was held at James Smith Cree
Nation on May 11. The members attending
received a copy of the May 2022 Newsletter
and attended the various booths that were

set up, asking questions of the Partnership’s
consultants and staff. Both events were
well attended. The previous Open Houses
were held in October of 2021.

Open House in the Nisto Awasisak Memorial School gym held on May 10, 2022

Joanne Berg, the Special Education Consultant was
well prepared to provide information to members who
visited her booth.

Finance Manager Faye Head (sitting) responds to
question from Audrey Whitecap, the Nisto Awasisak
Memorial School Cree Teacher at the Open House.

Open House in the Bernard Constant Community School gym held on May 11, 2022

(right) Yaa Nyamekye, the Counselling Consultant,
discusses the services she provides to interested
members.

Randy Constant (sitting), the Director of Education for
the Partnership spoke to many members at the Open
House held at the school that he formerly worked in.
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Results of Open House Surveys at CHCN on May 10, 2022, and JSCN on May 11, 2022
Questions

ECFNEA May 2022 Survey Tabulation based on 99 surveys completed by members

1 . Have you previously
attended an Open House
conducted
ECFNEP?
Question 1 by the
Yes
No
37one-page
9
2.CHCN
Did you find the
newsletter
JSCN distributed
47 at the 5
Open House informative and
Total
84
14
useful?
Question
2
Yes asking
No
3. Did you
feel comfortable
questions of CHCN
the resource persons
40
5
attending the information booths at the
JSCN
48
4
Open House in your community?
Total

88

9

4. This is the second school year that the
ECFNEP has Question
been responsible
3
Yesfor the two
No
schools, BCCS and NAMS. Now that the
CHCN
39
7
Partnership has been responsible for the
JSCN
49 is your 4
two schools for
two years, what
opinion of the
Partnership? 88
Total
11

(46 at CHCN and 53 at JSCN)

Abbreviations Question 4
N/A
LF Less Favourable, SUNF Somewhat Unfavourable,
0
NC No Change, SF Somewhat Favourable, MF
More
1 Favourable and NA No Answer.
Notes
1
At CHCN, 50 persons registered for the Open
N/A
House and surveys were completed by 49 persons.
However,
one survey was completed by a Shoal
1
Lake Cree Nation member, one survey was
1
completed by a non-member and one survey was
completed
by a member of the Metis Nation of
2
Saskatchewan. Another person registered is a
CHCN member, but a student aged 17 years. Since
N/A
there is no way of learning which survey is theirs,
0
it is included in the total. The number of surveys
0
tallied
at CHCN was 46 surveys.
At0 JSCN, 62 persons registered for the Open
House and surveys were completed by 56 persons.
MFHowever,
N/A three surveys were completed by
from other First Nations, Opaskwayak
12members
4
Cree Nation, Wahpeton Dakota Nation, and Yellow
21Quill4First Nation. The number of surveys tallied at
33JSCN
8 was 53 surveys.

5. The Chief Question
and Council
of your FN
4 LF SUNF NC SF
are committed to formally signing an
CHCN
5
2 21
Appendix in the
Education2 Agreement
between the JSCN
Partnership and
0 Canada.
1
5 22
The Delegation
Agreement
Total
2 will 6stipulate
7 43
that the Partnership would oversee
Combined, there were a total of 99 surveys
Education in Question
your community
they Undecided completed
5
Yes asNo
N/A
at both Open Houses.
have done forCHCN
the last two 26
years.4 Do
15
1
At JSCN,
eight Chakastaypasin Band members,
you support your Chief and Council
32 JSCN
members and 10 Peter Chapman Band
35
1as the 13
4
signing such JSCN
an Appendix known
members completed the surveys and there were
Delegation Agreement?
Total
61
5
28
three5 No Answers for a total of 53 surveys.

Question 1

Yes

No

N/A

CHCN

37

9

0

JSCN

47

5

1

Total

84

14

1

Question 2

Yes

No

N/A

CHCN

40

5

1

JSCN

48

4

1

Total

88

9

2

Question 3

Yes

No

N/A

CHCN

39

7

0

JSCN

49

4

0

Total

88

11

0

Question 4

LF SUNF NC SF

CHCN

2

5

2

21

12

4

JSCN

0

1

5

22

21

4

Total

2

6

7

43

33

Question 5

Yes

No

Undecided

26

4

15

1

JSCN

35

1

13

4

Total

61

5

28

5
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Teacher Retreat held for Bernard Constant Community School
A Teacher Retreat was held at Dakota
Dunes Resort on the Whitecap Dakota
First Nation by the Bernard Constant
Community School (BCCS) staff on May 30
and 31, 2022. The purpose of the event
was to gather the various staff members,
including the teachers, administration staff,
the principal and principal’s assistant and
all East Central First Nations Education
Authority Consultants so that as a group,
they could discuss school culture and
team building. The retreat was organized
by Pauline McKay, Cecilia Twist and the
consultants, and had full attendance.
There was a variety of topics covered
during these two days, with the first day
having sessions focused on the consultants
and the various fields they cover, including
Literacy, Learning Support, Numeracy,
Counseling, Mental Health, Culture and
Language. Mixed in with these consultant
sections were question and answer
periods to allow the attendees to voice
their questions or concerns and receive
feedback.

answering questions as a group about a
variety of important topics. These topics
included areas such as understanding each
individual’s role in improving BCCS, how to
build a professional, collaborative culture
and transforming school culture to be
more positive.
There were discussions and group activities
held to assist in answering these tough
questions, and a book called Transforming
School Culture by Dr. Anthony Muhammad
was referenced, trying to decide on the
lessons that can be applied to school
improvement at BCCS.
Talks were held around the Big Three,
three important ideas about the direction
the East Central First Nations Education
Partnership is moving towards. The Big
Three refers to the three major priorities
for each consultant in their area of
expertise. Answering these questions and
addressing the Big Three are the keys to
creating a successful future for both the
students and staff of BCCS.

Bernard Constant Community School Retreat May 30
and 31, 2022.

The second day of the Teacher Retreat
was focused on group activities and

Nisto Awasisak Memorial School
Grade 12 Graduates June 2022
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Bernard Constant Community School hosts well attended
Powwow in late May
Bernard Constant Community
School (BCCS) was the setting
for the third annual Bernard
Constant Community School Day
Powwow, Every Child Matters, held
on a beautiful spring day on May
26, 2022.
The sponsor of the Powwow was the
East Central First Nations Education
Authority’s (ECFNEA) Bernard Constant
Community School located on the James
Smith Cree Nation (JSCN). This was the
first Powwow held at the school since
the COVID-19 virus arrived in Canada in
January of 2020.
A committee of volunteers from the
Chakastaypasin Band, James Smith
Cree Nation and Peter Chapman Bands
joined together and worked long hours
to organize and present the Traditional
Powwow to the members of the three
Nations, guests and visitors. Every
person who danced received a generous
honourarium.
Don Speidel, cultural resource liaison
at Saskatoon Public Schools was the
announcer for the BCCS Powwow. Mr.
Speidel is well known on the powwow
circuit and he has been busy recently,
being the announcer at the Saskatoon
Public Schools Powwow, Honouring
Indigenous Peoples History Month at
SaskTel Centre in Saskatoon, which was
attended by more than 7,000 persons.
Mr. Speidel has been judging and
announcing powwows for almost 30
years. He started powwow dancing at the
age of two years.
Powwows are being held on many
First Nations for the first time in years
as gathering restrictions have been
lessened. First Nations University in
Regina held a spring powwow at the
Brandt Centre in Regina.
Gerald Ballantyne of Christopher Lake
was the Arena Director and he kept the
dancing going under the powwow arbour.
Among the participants in the Grand
Entry were Chakastaypasin Chief Calvin
Sanderson, Peter Chapman Chief
Robert Head, Veterans, ECFNEA Board
Chairperson Karen Carriere and Board
Members Elise Burns and Camellia
Sanderson, ECFNEA Superintendents
Harold (Butch) Carriere, Pauline Mckay
and Consultants Joanne Berg, Clifford
Carriere, Glen Head, Yaa Nyamekye,
Curtis Rudnicki, and Office Assistant
Jacklyn Burns.
The number of registered dancers at the
powwow was 156, with the majority being
from the three Nations at James Smith
Cree Nation and others from Muskoday
First Nation, One Arrow First Nation, and
Wahpeton Dakota Nation.
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Students from the First Nation
communities of Muskoday, One Arrow,
Sturgeon, Wahpeton and L.P Miller
Comprehensive School in Nipawin
attended the powwow and viewed the
dancing intently as they studied the
various moves of the dancers.
Every BCCS student from Grades Nursery
to Grade 6 wore regalia for the powwow.
Community members and BCCS staff with
seamstress skills volunteered many hours
to create the colourful regalia worn by the
students.
The drum groups for the day were Iron
Swing, a host drum group from Sturgeon
Lake First Nation. Other drum groups
participating were Digging Bear from the
JSCN, Prairie Thunder, Raining Thunder
and Wild Bear.
At the powwow, there were dances
designated in memory of BCCS staff
who have passed. One such dance, the
late Vernon Greyeyes Men’s Traditional
Memorial Special, was in honour of the
former principal of BCCS who was a
strong advocate for exploring options
for a better education system for the
students of BCCS. Mr. Greyeyes had
a passion for education and helping
students find their way in the classroom.
For Mr. Greyeyes, all students were the
most important people in the world. He
passed in September of 2017 and he has
been missed by the entire community of
JSCN.
After the dance, Chakastaypasin Elder
Dennis Sanderson spoke fondly of Mr.
Greyeyes and described his passion for
education and his commitment to the
students and families of JSCN.
Another staff member who has passed,
the late Daniel Stonestand, a retention
worker at BCCS was honoured with the
Daniel Stonestand Teen Boys Traditional
Special. Mr. Stonestand passed suddenly
in 2018. Elder Sanderson said a few
words about him and his commitment to
the students at BCCS.
Elder Sanderson said a few words of
remembrance about another BCCS
staff member who has passed, Lorraine
Stonestand, who worked as an education
assistant for many years. Ms. Stonestand
was an avid spectator of powwows and
she could make regalia outfits as she was
an excellent seamstress.
Randy Constant, the Director of Education
for the ECFNEA believes that the
day could not have been better for a
powwow. “The weather cooperated, it
wasn’t too hot, the number of dancers
participating was beyond our anticipation,
the students enjoyed themselves and
the spectators enjoyed watching all
the dancers,” he said. “It was great to
see students from other First Nations

and students from the town of Nipawin
attend, as we can learn much from each
other and start to develop relationships
with the larger community. It was really
nice to get outdoors and gather together
after going through the last couple of
years of the pandemic.”

The categories of dancers participating
in the traditional powwow were:
• Tiny Tot
• Junior Girls Jingle Dress, Fancy Shawl,
and Traditional
• Teen Girls Jingle Dress, Fancy Shawl,
and Traditional
• Junior Boys Grass, Chicken and
Traditional
• Teen Boys Grass, Fancy and Traditional
• Women’s Golden Age 60 Plus Jingle
Dress and Traditional
• Men’s Grass Dancer and Traditional
Dancer

If you want more information about the
East Central First Nations Education
Partnership please visit our website at
www.ecfnep.ca
The website has video interviews with
the Chiefs and Councillors, interim board
members, staff of the schools in the
three First Nations and other members.
Visit our Facebook page and our YouTube channel to see more content about
the East Central First Nation Education Partnership. The website also has
copies of our printed products for those
who would like to take a look.
youtube Channel: East Central First Nations Education Partnership
Facebook Group: East Central First Nations Education Partnership

Photos from Powwow in May

(left to right) Peter Chapman Band Chief Robert Head,
Chakastaypasin Band Chief Calvin Sanderson, Bernard
Constant Community School Principal Cecilia Twist
and Chakastaypasin Band Councillor Barry Sanderson
participated in the Grand Entry.

(clockwise) East Central First Nations Education
Authority’s Board Member Camellia Sanderson,
Superintendent of Business Services Harold (Butch)
Carriere, Numeracy Consultant Curtis Rudnicki, and
Counselling Consultant Yaa Nyamikye participated in
the Grand Entry.

Chakastaypasin Elder Dennis Sanderson

(front) Chakastaypasin Member and Grade 1 Student
Emerick Stonestand Junior dancing in the Junior
Traditional Category and (back) James Smith Cree
Nation Member and Grade 1 Student Alexis Moostoos
dancing in the Girls Junior Jingle Category.

James Smith Cree Nation Member and Nursery Student
Kingsley Twist dancing in the Tiny Tot Category.

Theron Almightyvoice from One Arrow First Nation

Chakastaypasin Band Member William Stonestand
dancing in the Men’s Traditional 18-54 Category.

Chakastaypasin Band Member Edward Stonestand
Sr. dancing in the Men’s Traditional Category with
Randy Constant,East Central First Nations Education
Authority’s Director of Education watching.

Nipin Almightyvoice from Big River First Nation

To view more photos of the activities at the Bernard Constant Community School Powwow please
visit https://www.ecfnep.ca/ While you are on the website, you can also see interviews with the
three Chiefs, Wally Burns, Calvin Sanderson, and Robert Head and interviews with officials of the
East Central First Nations Education Partnership.
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Timeline of First Nations Control of Education and creation
of the East Central First Nations Education Partnership
First Nation control of Education was obtained in
1975 in Quebec when the Cree people living in Eeyou
Istchee could take back control of their governance,
including Education.

1972

1975

Policy Paper presented to Minister of
Indian Affairs and Northern Development
by National Indian Brotherhood/Assembly
of First Nations

An Education Governance Agreement was
signed in December of 2016 by representatives
of the Manitoba First Nations Education
Resource Centre, the Government of Canada
and ten First Nations.

Report of the National Panel
on First Nation Elementary and
Secondary Education for Students
on Reserve

United Nations Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous
Persons

1996

2007

Report of Royal Commission
on Aboriginal Peoples

2011

2013

June Status Report of the Auditor General of Canada to
the House of Commons – Chapter 4: Programs for First
Nations on Reserves
Reforming First Nations Education: From Crisis to Hope by
the Standing Senate Committee on Aboriginal Peoples

Proposal submitted to
Aboriginal Affairs and Northern
Development Canada (AANDC)
for Structural Readiness 20172018 by East Central First
Nations Education Authority.

East Central First
Nations Education
Authority Incorporated in
Saskatchewan on April 24

2016

Final Repot of the
Truth and Reconciliation
Commission of Canada

2015

Working Together for First Nation Students:
a proposal for a Bill on First Nation Education
by the Government of Canada.

On May 31, revisions were requested
to ECFNEA Structural Readiness
Proposal by AANDC. Revisions made
and resubmitted.

On August 16, the Government of
Canada and 23 Anishinabek Nation
First Nations signed a historic selfgovernment Agreement on Education.
The Government of Ontario and the
23 Anishinabek First Nations signed an
Agreement on Education on the same day.

2017

On May 26, Certificate of
Amendment sent to East Central
First Nations Education Authority
(ECFNEA).

Discussions begin amongst the Chiefs and Councils at
Cumberland House Cree Nation (CHCN), James Smith
Cree Nation (JSCN) and Shoal Lake Cree Nation (SLCN),
as to how to improve the quality of Education.

Interim Board of Directors begins the
process of performing research on First
Nation Education Authorities.

On August 31, 2017, ECFNEA’s
Structural Readiness Proposal
was approved by AANDC.

A committee, the Education Working Group (EWG) is
formed and meets several times throughout the year.
The group is assigned tasks such as performing research
and developing specific documents.

ECFNEA’s Interim Board Members appointed with
two members from each of the three participating
First Nations. The first ECFNEA Interim Board
meeting was held in November of 2017. Randy
Constant was voted as Interim President and Faye
Head as Interim Secretary-treasurer.

In June, the Partnership submits an unqualified audit and
receives the same opinion in audits submitted in all of the
following years.

2018
First information sharing sessions, Open
Houses, were held in the three communities
at CHCN March 7, JSCN March 21 and
SLCN March 22. The first newsletter was
distributed to members, website, Facebook
and YouTube presence were launched. Video
interviews of Chiefs and other elected
officials and members, including parents and
students posted to the website.

The first elected leadership
update meeting is held on
January 14 and 15. The Second
ECFNEA Newsletter was
distributed in communities in
February, and an Open House
was conducted at JSCN on
March 4, 2019.

On May 18, Maskwacîs Chiefs and Councils sign the Maskwacîs Education
School’s Commission Resource and Development Agreement with Canada’s
Ministry of Indigenous Services. On June 15, the four Maskwacîs Cree Nations
and the Government of Alberta’s Minister of Education sign the Maskwacis
Cree – Government of Alberta Framework Agreement.

Renovations started at NAMS in
June on the roof, front entrance and
flooring with completion in September.

On October 18, Norma Bear
was elected Chief of SLCN in
a byelection replacing Carlton
Bear, who resigned.

Second information sharing
sessions, Community
Meetings, held in SLCN
on December 3, CHCN on
December 4 and JSCN on
December 5.

In November, changes were made to the Board of Directors because some members began working for the
ECFNEA. Abraham Amponsah representing CHCN named interim President of the Board, with Marcia Seeseequasis
representing CHCN as interim Vice-president. New appointees to the interim board are Chakastaypasin Band
Education Councillor Barry Sanderson, JSCN Education Councillor Tanya Moostoos and Stanley Merasty of SLCN as
Secretary-treasurer. SLCN Education Councillor Eldon Whitecap continues as a member.

In August, Issue 3 of the
Partnership’s Newsletter is
distributed in the communities.

The Partnership leases office space in Nipawin and
renovations begin on the structure.

2019
On June 3, an Open House was
conducted at CHCN and on June 4
an Open House was conducted at
SLCN. On June 12, an Open House
was held at JSCN.

One People Consulting of Saskatoon
is hired to develop a five-year
strategic plan for the Partnership.

Randy Constant is the acting Education Director of the
Partnership, Harold (Butch) Carriere is the acting Assistant
Director of Education and Faye Head is the acting
Finance Manager. Rodney Sanderson is the acting Human
Resources Policy Adviser and Audrey Whitecap is the
administrative assistant.
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Issue 4 of the
newsletter is
distributed in the
communities.

On November 26 an Open
House is held at JSCN and at
CHCN on November 28.

In December, revolving members were appointed to the ECFNEP
Board, consisting of three members from each First Nation, CHCN,
JSCN and SLCN. Revolving Board Members from CHCN are Lesley
Budd, Karen Carriere and Robin Mckay, from JSCN Ellise Burns,
Bobbi-lee Head and Stephanie Stonestand, and from SLCN, Delia
Beatty, Charlene Flett and Dalton Whitecap. The board members
receive training. Stephanie Stonestand is voted Chairperson and
Karen Carriere is voted Vice-chairperson by members of the board.
The first meeting of the Revolving Board of Directors
is held on December 13. A Partnership Fact Sheet is
distributed to the community members at SLCN.

Open Houses are conducted
at SLCN on February 24,
at CHCN on February 25
and JSCN on March 5.
Issue 5 of the Partnership’s
Newsletter is distributed at
the Open Houses.

In March, the World Health
Organization declares
COVID-19 is a pandemic and
the schools at CHCN and JSCN
are closed. Online learning
and homework packages
replace in-class learning.

In April, the Partnership published
Newsletter Issue 6 which contains
the SLCN withdrawal letter.
In June, Grade 12 graduates are celebrated
at a distance as 12 students are graduating
from NAMS and 24 from BCCS.

On July 16, the first Elected Leadership
Update Session is held in Saskatoon.

Following a Chief and Council election at SLCN,
the newly elected Chief and education portfolio
holder decide to withdraw from the Partnership
and inform the ECFNEA in correspondence dated
March 24, 2020.
As a result of the withdrawal of
the SLCN, the number of board
members is reduced to six.
Camellia Sanderson is appointed
to the Board representing JSCN
replacing Ms. Stonestand who
resigned, Ms. Carriere is elected
Chairperson and Ms. Mckay is
elected Vice-chairperson.

In August the first large-sized
school calendars for BCCS and
NAMS are printed displaying
important dates for each school.
New Principals are names for
BCCS, Cecilia Twist and at
NAMS, Theresa Dussion.

On August 25 and 26, the
first annual Gathering of
BCCS and NAMS staff and
Partnership staff is held in
Nipawin. At the Gathering
of Teachers, the Partnership
distributes the 2020-2021 Guiding
Principles for Reopening the Schools
which was created by the EWG.
The document is also distributed to
parents and guardians.

2020

Also in March, the Partnership’s Education Director is
appointed by the board. The Education Director begins
the process of hiring permanent staff, for the positions
of Superintendent of Education, Superintendent of
Student Services, Manager of Finance and administrative
assistant. The hiring of consultants through the
competitive process begins.

In September the Partnership announces that
the nominal roll at both BCCS and NAMS has
increased. Also in September, new playground
structures are ordered for both schools and will
be installed in the spring of 2021. The Partnership
purchases gently used 47 passenger buses, one for
each school.

In October both BCCS and NAMS are
closed to in-class learning due to COVID-19
outbreaks in the communities.
In November Issue 7 of the
Partnership’s Newsletter is circulated
to the residents in the communities.

In November a 2022 Calendar featuring the 12 students is
distributed in both communities. Renovations are completed
at the Nipawin Sub-office.

On April 15, 2021, the Partnership publishes Reflections on the Yearin-Review April 1, 2021 - March 31, 2021 Accomplishments Report
to Elected Leadership and Community Members. Later in April, the
Partnership places on its website, Reflections 2.0, Teaching at ECFNEP.

2021

In August of 2021, the Partnership again publishes large-sized school calendars for BCCS and NAMS. On August 26 and 27, the second annual
Gathering of BCCS and NAMS staff and Partnership staff is held in Saskatoon. At the Gathering of Teachers, the Partnership distributes the
2020-2021 Guiding Principles for Reopening the Schools which was created by the EWG. In October the Partnership’s Issue 8 of the Newsletter
is distributed to attendees at the Open Houses at JSCN on October 13 and at CHCN on October 14. At the Open Houses, seven students are
presented with the Miyo-Pimatisiwn Bernard Constant Community School Awards and seven students are presented with the Mino-Pimatisiwin
Nisto Awasisak Memorial School Awards.

The Partnership secures funding
to make the Nipawin Sub-office
more accessible with the
installation of a lift.

The Annual General Meeting is held on April 27, 2022.
Building signs are installed on the Nipawin Sub-office and
bus wrap is installed on the Partnership’s buses.

On May 27, ECFNEP’s BCCS holds a
traditional Powwow on the school grounds.

2022
In July, the Partnership
publishes Issue 10 of the
Newsletter.
Open Houses are held at CHCN on May 10 and
at JSCN on May 11 with the Partnership’s Issue 9
Newsletter being distributed.

On May 30 and 31, BCCS holds a
retreat for Teachers from Nursery to
Grade 12 and administration staff.
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ECFNEA Education Agreement is confirmed
by the Chiefs of the four participating First
Nations, namely Chakastaypasin Band,
Cumberland House Cree Nation, James Smith
Cree Nation and the Peter Chapman Band on
March 2022.
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Informative Annual General Meeting held in April
The East Central First Nations
Education Authority (ECFNEA)
held its Annual General
Meeting on April 27, 2022, at
the Dakota Dunes Resort on the
Whitecap Dakota First Nation.
Attending the meeting were Chief
Robert Head and Councillors of Peter
Chapman Band along with Councillors
of the Chakastaypasin Band, and Councillors
of the James Smith Cree Nation.
Others attending the meeting were various
officials of the ECFNEA who delivered
presentations updating the elected officials
on developments and progress achieved in
the fourth quarter of the 2021-2022 fiscal
year.
The meeting was opened with ECFNEA
Elder Peter Sanderson saying the Opening
Prayer. Presentations were given by:
• Randy Constant, Director of Education
presented on subjects including the
Education Agreement, Re-establishing
the Education Working Group, Program
Highlights including the Practical and
Applied Arts Upgrades, and the Strategic
Planning review. Monty Verhulst
presented on the developments at Tuition
Agreement Meetings.
• Faye Head, Manage of Finance and
Mr. Verhulst provided information on
the Finance Update covering Structural
Readiness and Regional Education
Agreement Activities, School Budgets,

Second Level Services, Pandemic Funding
and Pension and Group Insurance
Activities.
• The principals of the two schools, Cecilia
Twist of Bernard Constant Community
School and Theresa Dussion of Nisto
Awasisak Memorial School provided those
in attendance with updates on progress
made at the schools.
• The Superintendent of Business
Administration, Harold (Butch) Carriere
provided an update on subjects under his
supervision including Facility Activities,
Transportation and Charter Bus Update,
and Professional Development. Kevin
Waddell the Information Technology
Analyst provided an update on the
Information Technology Plan and
Roseanne Verhulst, the Acting Human
Resources Manager gave an update on
activities in Administrative Procedures
and Human Resources and provided
information on policies stating that the
Partnership has 102 policies in total, with
88 approved, six ready for approval and
eight requiring additional work.

questions and seeking clarification when
required.
Elder Peter Sanderson of the
Chakastaypasin Band closed the meeting.

Randy Constant presented on various subjects when
delivering his Education Report at the Annual General
Meeting.

• The final presenter for the day was Pauline
Mckay, the Superintendent of Education
who provided an update on the Big Three
Program, Professional Development,
the Special Education Program and
Partnerships.
The attendees at the meeting were
engaged throughout the meeting asking

Facebook Group: East Central First Nations Education Partnership

School Principals: Theresa Dussion (left) Principal at
Nisto Awasisak Memorial School and Cecilia Twist,
Principal at Bernard Constant Community School
each delivered an update on achievements at their
respective schools.

For further information, please contact:
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If you want more information about the East
Central First Nations Education Partnership
please visit our website at www.ecfnep.ca
The website has video interviews with the
Chiefs and Councillors, interim board members, staff of the schools in the three First
Nations and other members.

Toll-free phone number 1-888-321-3236
Local number 1-306-805-5020
Inquiries office@ecfnea.ca
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Box 1180 NIPAWIN SK S0E 1E0
Building Address - 211 First Street West
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Karen Carriere, Chairperson of the East Central First
Nation Education Partnership Board of Directors
arencarriere@ecfneac.ca
Randy Constant, Education Director
randyconstant@ecfnea.ca

Pauline McKay, Superintendent of Education
paulinemckay@ecfnea.ca
Harold Carriere, Superintendent of Student Services
haroldcarriere@ecfnea.ca
East Central First Nations Education Partnership
Facebook Page at: https://www.facebook.com/
groups/2090099134560720
or the East Central First Nations Education Partnership
Website at: www.ecfnep.ca
Copyright © 2022 East Central First Nations Education Authority. All rights reserved.
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Working Together to Build Our Own Education System

